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About the Hantam Community Education Trust

Lesley Osler receives the President’s Award for Community Initiative in the Northern Cape from President Nelson Mandela.

T

HE HANTAM COMMUNITY

farms within a 50-kilometre radius,

programme, aimed at providing

Education Trust is a multidi-

but has a broader regional impact.

school-leavers with accredited train-

mensional educational and

It has sought to improve the edu-

ing and skills; and a bursary pro-

development project situated in a

cation of local children – many of

gramme, aimed at assisting Trust

rural area south east of Colesberg in

whom come from deprived house-

graduates to further their education.

the Karoo.

holds – by utilising advanced educa-

Community members play an active

tional methods, including innovative

role in governing the Trust.

Begun as a play school in a disused

The Trust receives basic state

farm building 25 years ago, it now

new approaches to achieving basic

occupies an educational complex

numeracy and literacy. It has also

funding, but raises most of its funds

comprising an early learning centre,

sought to extend these principles

from South African and international

primary school, intermediate school,

and practices to other schools in the

donors.

administrative centre, library, com-

region via a range of educational

puter room, school hall, living quar-

outreach programmes.

ters for teachers, and other facilities.
The HCET serves a core community
of farm workers and others on 30
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The Trust administers a community

It has won numerous awards,
including the State President’s Award
for Community Initiative in the North-

health care and health education

ern Cape, conferred in 1997 by then

programme; a youth development

President Nelson Mandela.
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A PROUD MOMENT

Autumn scene in the HCET complex.

T

his annual report covers

have made towards realising them,

succeed. This has taken an intensive

a special year: the Hantam

and generally take stock of what we

and sustained effort from many peo-

Community Education Trust’s

have achieved over the past 25 years.

ple. We hope you all feel this effort

25th anniversary. This is a proud

While it has taken enormously hard

has been worthwhile, and has borne

moment for us, which we would like to

work, and progress is never unbro-

good and lasting fruit. Once again, we

celebrate together with our extended

ken, we can look back on this period

thank you all for your contributions

community of parents, learners, grad-

and say we believe we have made

over the years, without which this

uates, staff, funders, and other partici-

significant progress towards achieving

project could not have survived or

pants and supporters. We hope this

our core goals, which – stated simply

succeeded.

annual report goes some way towards

– are to help develop the wonderful

doing so.

community in which we find ourselves, and give its younger members

Les Osler

customary annual overview, we have

in particular the education and the

Clare Barnes-Webb

prepared a broader report, based

life chances they deserve.

Anja Pienaar

Among other things, instead of our

on submissions to various major

We do so with great gratitude

funders, in which we restate our core

towards everyone who has partici-

objectives, examine the progress we

pated in our project, and helped us to
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Seven steps to sustainable development

Learners enjoy a break in a sheltered quad at the Trust complex.

T

HE ACTIVITIES of the Hantam Community Education Trust are built on the recognition that educa-

Objective 1: Provide all children with a solid
foundation for formal education.

tion – particularly in impoverished and formerly

disadvantaged rural communities – cannot be addressed
in isolation.
Our experience over 25 years has confirmed that effec-

Efforts to realise this objective start with home visits to
families on the 30 farms served by the HCET, during which
parents are taught how to stimulate their children’s early

tive schooling, leading to sound qualifications and produc-

development. Home visits are supplemented by work-

tive employment, needs to be supported by intensive early

shops, held at the HCET complex, attended by mothers

childhood development; effective health care and education; the ongoing professional development of teachers
and other practitioners; the effective placement of learners proceeding to further education and training; targeted
skills training for youths who are unable to proceed with
further education and training; and ongoing support for
and mentorship of all graduates.
This, in turn, requires a community commitment to
improve parenting practices; raise health standards; support efforts to sustain a quality education; and participate
in the activities and governance of the Trust. Against this
background, the HCET has formulated seven core objectives. Those objectives – and what we are doing in order to
achieve them – are spelled out below.
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Young mothers at an effective parenting workshop.
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and other caregivers. In 2014, the Effective Parenting Programme (EPP) reached 69 parents with 46 children.
This phase is followed by intensive early childhood
development at a dedicated ECD centre on the Trust
campus. Three to four-year olds attend a year of nursery
school, five-year-olds attend Grade 00, and six-year-olds
attend Grade R.
All those undergoing early learning are exposed to the
Basic Concepts and Language Programme (BCLP), a pioneering and innovative method of developing the cognitive abilities – and ultimately the literacy and numeracy –
of learners from deprived or disadvantaged backgrounds.
In the early learning phase, the BCLP is used to develop

Grade 6 learners in a technology class.

and consolidate learners’ understanding of key concepts
such as colours, shapes, sizes, positions, numbers and

development of literacy is highly correlated with scholastic

letters, first in their mother tongues (Afrikaans and Xhosa),

achievement. Better parenting, better school results, and

and then in English. In 2014, the BCLP was applied to 17

higher levels of social cohesion are among the benefits the

three- and four-year-olds in the Nursery School, and 14

HCET community gains by investing early in its children.

five-year-olds and 15 six-year-olds in Grade R.

These benefits are achieved by improving maternal and

All new arrivals at the ECD centre are tested for early

child health and nutrition, supporting caregivers in the con-

levels of literacy and numeracy. This provides the Trust

text of poverty, and ensuring that all children have access

with a means of assessing the efficacy of the EPP, and pro-

to early learning opportunities through the EPP, followed

viding teachers with the data they need to implement the

by quality education in the first years of schooling.

BCLP and support the new learners. Our ECD is recognised
as a model of best practice, both provincially and nation-

Efforts to improve the health of children and therefore
their educational prospects include the introduction of
an intensive Foetal Alcohol Syndrome Disorder (FASD)
awareness campaign, comprising visits to all pregnant
mothers in the HCET community. FASD field workers also
stage community workshops where both men and women
are alerted to the dangers of alcohol abuse by pregnant
women. In 2014, health workers reached all pregnant
women in the HCET’s catchment area. Levels of FASD have
dropped to negligible levels, and no new cases of FASD
were reported.
Limited experience of language and literacy by rural children leads to difficulties in learning to read. In this context,
the BCLP is utilised up to Grade 4 and continues to play a

ECD practitioner Lettie Martins in the nursery school.

central role in the HCET’s efforts to promote functional literacy and numeracy. Other teaching interventions are utilised
over and above the official curricula.

ally. In 2014, 97 per cent of Grade R learners reached the

Highly capable teachers are required to implement our

skills levels required to progress to Grade 1, and class

challenging early literacy curriculum. ECD teachers and

averages for identifying basic concepts in English were

interns receive intensive training and mentoring through-

excellent.

out the year. In January 2014, interns also received training from Dr Louis Benjamin, originator of the BCLP.

Objective 2: Address barriers to learning for
all children in the Hantam pre-school and
Umthombo Wolwazi Combined Farm School.

Interns are encouraged and assisted to acquire formal
qualifications. By 2014, six teacher interns had obtained
National Professional Diplomas in Education (NQF Level 6);
Further Education and Training Certificates in ECD ( NQF

Physical, social and emotional wellbeing and cognitive
and linguistic abilities are interdependent, and the early
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Level 5); and Further Education and Training Certificates in
ECD (NQF Level 4).
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Bloemfontein. Six passed, and one repeated Grade 10.
Five bursary holders attended tertiary institutions, and two
more bursaries were awarded for tertiary study starting
in 2015. All bursary holders passed, and two graduated at
the end of 2014. Our bursary programme manager provides all bursary holders with ongoing  upport.
Four HCET graduates are employed as teaching
interns. They are being assisted to obtain formal teaching
qualifications, and – like all other teachers – are intensively
supported and coached in their classrooms.
Delia Allens and learners in a special needs class.

HCET graduates (and some other youths in our catchment area) who do not progress to FET are diverted to a
Youth Development Programme, comprising a course in

Objective 3: Assist learners and youths with
special needs.

Hospitality Services and a Farm Workers’ Apprenticeship
Programme. These initiatives are playing an increasingly
important role in the Trust’s activities. In 2014, a total of 15

Part of achieving this objective involves providing educa-

graduates from the 2013/2014 Hospitality Services course

tional and other programmes for learners and youths with

were placed in in full-time jobs, and 21 young people were

special needs. These include children with learning difficul-

enrolled in the course for 2014 / 2015.

ties as well as those with emotional difficulties, often due

The Farm Workers’ Apprenticeship Programme is

to challenging circumstances at home. These are common

intended for young people aged 18 and older. Six farm-

problems in poor and deprived areas such as the Karoo.

ers in the district are participating in the pilot phase of

Learners with learning difficulties attend special classes

the programme. The apprentices are assigned to skilled

in a resource unit where they receive individual attention

farm workers, who act as trainers and mentors. The first

from trainers utilising specialised techniques, and are

two-year cycle was successfully completed at the end of

allowed to develop at their own pace. They are eventu-

2014. In early 2015, all the participants – including the first

ally steered towards our Youth Development Programme
which is aimed at giving them the skills they need to enter
into employment, and become productive and responsible
adults. We have developed a special needs curriculum (officially termed a resource unit curriculum) which has been
approved by the Northern Cape Department of Education, and is being piloted at our school. Following this pilot
phase, it may be rolled out to other schools in the region.
The HCET also holds retreats, called ‘TLC camps’, for
children with emotional difficulties. Learners are counselled by a qualified psychologist, and receive other forms
of support and therapy. The camps have had a significant

A baking session in the Hospitality School.

impact. These learners are doing far better at school, and
are better able to manage their home circumstances.
‘graduates’ from our special needs classes – were in full-

Objective 4: Provide all school leavers with postGrade 9 opportunities.

time jobs, either on farms or elsewhere. After 25 years of
effort, we are able to report that about 80 per cent of our
graduates are employed. We believe this is the single most

The Umthombo Wolwazi Combined Farm School offers

significant indicator of the success of our project.

General Education and Training (Grades 1 to 9). Graduates
who progress to Further Education and Training (Grades
10 to 12) are assisted to do so. In 2014, bursaries were

Objective 5: Provide our community with primary
health care and health education.

awarded to seven learners to attend the Colesberg
High School, Lady Grey Arts Academy in Lady Grey, and
St Andrew’s School and Brebner High School, both in
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The Trust identified a need for a health clinic when it
became clear that family health and the health of learners
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our ability to disseminate our experiences of good practice.
Among other things, the main findings will be recorded in a
book on the history of the Trust and its approach to development which is due to be completed in 2015.
Ensuring the sustainability of the Trust and its programmes also requires a sustainable funding base. To this
end, the Trust maintains active links with a broad community of funders, both in South Africa and abroad. We have
also established an Endowment Trust, aimed at reducing
the Trust’s dependence on current funding. The EndowMartha Seekoei receives medication in the Hantam clinic.

ment Trust has reached significant levels, and further contributions are being sought. Partnerships have also been
forged with numerous public and private educational insti-

specifically was directly linked to their academic progress.

tutions, in South Africa and abroad.

Early in 2000 the Trust opened a primary health clinic,
housed in a disused farm house near its educational complex. A registered community pharmacy was added in 2005.
The clinic is staffed by two nursing sisters, a pharma-

Objective 7: Secure the continued collaboration
of parents, teachers and other staff, and their
sustained involvement in the Trust’s activities.

cist and two health workers / HIV/AIDS counsellors. The
pharmacy dispenses scheduled medication and is regis-

This is a vital component of the long-term sustainabil-

tered with all the relevant medical aids. Services provided

ity of our project, and we are particularly proud of the

include access to eye and dental care (subsidised by the

progress we have made in this regard. Levels of support

clinic and local farmers), CANSA tests, child immunisation,

by parents are very high, as attested by the high levels of

and family planning.

interest and participation in our programmes and initia-

All learners are examined at the start of each year, and

tives, as well as their results. A growing number of gradu-

health problems are addressed. Teachers work closely

ates are valuable members of the Trust’s teaching and

with the health workers and clinic staff to identify health

management team, and participate in its governing struc-

or emotional problems in learners. Health care workers

tures. All of them are devoted supporters of the Trust and

and clinic staff meet regularly to discuss health or social

its activities, and passionately loyal to it. In some instances,

problems identified in the community. This enables the

their children have also graduated from the Trust and gone

health workers to provide families with targeted and

on, with its support, to graduate from university.

hands-on health education and counselling.
The health workers undertake HIV education, provide

The Trust is a complex project, involving many role
players and interest groups, and achieving this objective

pre- and post-test counselling, distribute anti-retroviral

is a constant challenge. This again proved to be the case

drugs, and monitor their use. HIV tests are done either by

during 2014. A core feature of the Trust’s activities is that

the Hantam Clinic or at the Colesberg clinic.

it complements State curriculae and teaching aids with
specialised teaching systems and methods. This requires a

Objective 6: Build sustainable programmes, form
lasting partnerships, and advocate the
replication of innovations.

significant additional commitment from teachers.
In 2014, this basic tenet was put to the test when
Umthombo Wolwazi teachers remunerated by the State
felt they wanted greater autonomy from the Trust, and

While our programmes have been thoroughly tested

less active intervention in their teaching practice. After

and refined, we face the ongoing challenge of looking for

lengthy discussions, the Trust allowed the school person-

improvements, staying abreast of new techniques and

nel to put their proposal into practice.

methods, training new teachers, and updating the more

Following a trial period, the Trust felt this arrangement

experienced ones. This process continued during 2014,

detracted from its ability to achieve its stated objectives

and will continue thereafter.

and account to its funders, and relations between the

We are also in the process of establishing a database

Trust and school staff were re-examined and re-estab-

of relevant indicators that will allow us to benchmark and

lished. We believe we have learnt some valuable lessons

evaluate the Trust’s performance over time. This will play

from this process, and have emerged from it with greater

an important role in future programme development, and

strength than before.
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EARLY CHILDHOOD DEVELOPMENT

Effective parenting field worker Lettie Martins with a mother and her children during a home visit.

T

he Trust continued to man-

of developmental milestones, and

were taken of children demonstrat-

age an extensive ECD pro-

how they should help their children

ing the milestones at the appropriate

gramme comprising home

to achieve them. Mothers were issued

ages, and mothers were given prints

visits to caregivers and children, early

with colourful posters depicting the

to place on the posters. This method

learning in a dedicated centre at the

various milestones. Photographs

proved to be popular and effective.

Trust campus, and a Foetal Alcohol
Syndrome Disorder (FASD) awareness
campaign. It also continued to train
and mentor ECD teachers and interns,
and to help them acquire formal
qualifications.

Effective Parenting Programme
This programme is aimed at
improving the parenting of young
children on the 30 farms served by
the Trust, thus improving their physical and mental development and their
ability to benefit from their schooling.
Efforts continued to make mothers
of children from 0 to 3 years aware
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An effective parenting session in progress.
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Field workers reached  69 parents (38
mothes and 31 fathers) with 46 young
children. Progress made by all children
was recorded. Mothers also attended
workshops on how to teach their children basic concepts such as colours,
shapes and body parts.
Record-keeping continued after
children entered the nursery school
at the Fundisana ECD Centre at age
three. The data showed that children
of mothers who had attended the
workshops were far more familiar
with basic concepts than others.

FASD awareness programme

Vuyokazi Katise with learners in her Grade 00 class.

Field workers continued to visit all
pregnant women to ensure that they

during pregnancy, and emphasised

whom were transported to and from

understood the importance of not

the importance of family bonds and

school on a daily basis. Children aged

drinking during pregnancy. Husbands

values. All the families present were

three to four continued to attend

or partners and other children were

photographed, and their photographs

the nursery school where they were

encouraged to play supportive roles.

were placed in a collage.

taught by qualified ECD practitioners

The FASD awareness programme has

Ongoing records showed that the

in a safe and well-equipped environ-

reached everyone on all 30 farms in

number of families affected by alco-

ment. Children aged five attended

the HCET’s catchment area. All five

hol abuse declined by 27 per cent

Grade 00, during which basic con-

women who were pregnant during

from 2013 to 2014. Our goal is to

cepts were taught in their mother

2014 did not drink at all.

achieve the responsible use of alcohol

tongue; and six-year-olds attended

throughout our community.

Grade R, during which they were

About 250 people attended a
commemoration of International
FASD Day, held on the HCET campus on 13 September. Field workers
reinforced the dangers of drinking

taught basic concepts in English. End

Fundisana ECD Centre

of year assessments confirmed that

The Fundisana ECD Centre catered

this approach was providing the chil-

for 38 children aged three to six, all of

dren with a solid conceptual foundation. A total of 97 per cent of Grade
R learners reached the skills levels
required to progress to Grade 1.
Persona Dolls were used at the preschool level to help children develop
their identities and social skills. Children were also exposed to music, art,
and physical education. All children
received a morning snack and midday
meal, and there was no evidence of
malnutrition.

Mentoring teachers and interns
The HCET continued to train and
mentor ECD teachers and interns in
their classrooms, and continued to
assist interns with distance education
A grade R learner makes good use of a learning aid.
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studies at accredited institutions.
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The Basic Concepts Programme revisited

A drawing session in progress in the nursery class.

I

n February 2014, Dr Louis Benjamin, originator of

was organised like the other pre-school classes, but had

the Basic Concepts and Language Programme (BCLP),

also successfully signalled a transition to more formal

visited the HCET to review the programme’s ongoing

learning.

implementation at the Trust, and to initiate its extension

Grade 1 and Grade R teachers had already developed

to preschool children aged three to five. This was Dr Ben-

personal and emotional attachments with their learn-

jamin’s first visit to the Trust since 2006. The Trust also

ers, and the learners seemed content to be at school. ‘It

asked him to study the Effective Parenting Programme,

was pleasing to hear English being used in all classes, but

and recommend how it could be strengthened.

particularly in the Grade 3 class where it was used spon-

In a report submitted to the Trust, Dr Benjamin stated
that pre-school classes were well resourced, and teachers
exchanged resources with one another. ‘The classrooms

taneously by the learners in their interactions with their
teacher and even with their peers.’
Following detailed recommendations, Dr Benjamin

are beautifully decorated, and already covered with the

stated: ‘The findings of my visit to the Trust school were in

work of the children.’ Classrooms were divided into dis-

many ways remarkable, particularly when compared with

tinct areas which were being used very effectively.

my first visit in 2003. The transformation in the Founda-

The children in both pre-school classes were appro-

tion Phase (including Grade R) has been dramatic. The

priately engaged in activities, and it was evident that the

school and Trust have ensured the continuity of the BCLP

teachers had not wasted any time starting their educa-

approach, despite numerous teacher changes over the

tional programmes for the year. The care shown by the

years.’

teachers to their children was remarkable, particularly in
the younger group.
Foundation Phase classrooms were also very well

He added that the Effective Parenting Programme was
another interesting development that took the BCLP to the
area where many of the challenges began. Considering the

equipped. Learning environments were welcoming and

success of this initiative to date, introducing a mediated

stimulating, with a great deal of visual information on the

teaching approach for parents might be the next logical

walls. The Grade R class was particularly noteworthy as it

step to explore.
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UMTHOMBO WOLWAZI combined FARM SCHOOL

Unathi Asiya with her charges in a special needs class.

T

he UMTHOMBO WOLWAZI
Combined Farm School was
attended by 161 learners from

Grade 1 to Grade 9. As in previous
years, its main challenge was to produce functionally literate and numerate learners.

Special interventions
Besides teaching the basic state
curricula, the HCET utilises a range of
special teaching methods (see page
18).

Library and resource centre
The school continued to encourage a reading culture. Teachers and
learners enjoyed access to a library
stocked with more than 11 000 titles,
comprising teacher resources and
reading books for children of all ages

HCET Annual Report 2014

A lively learning session in Grade 4.
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as well as sessions with a trained
psychologist.

Educational outings
As in previous years, Grade 9 learners attended the Grahamstown Science Festival, and visited other sites
of interest in the town and surrounding area. They also went to the coast
for a dip in the sea – the first for some
learners.

Health and nutrition
All learners were medically examined, and enjoyed access to the health
clinic and pharmacy. All learners

Grade 5 learners in a language class.

received one nutritious meal a day.

Transport
in three languages. Learners also

attended the junior speciali needs

enjoyed access to a resource centre

class, and another 11 the senior spe-

and a 65-seater bus were used to

equipped with 15 computers, all con-

cial needs class.

transport children and staff to and

nected to the Internet.

Homework outreach
HCET field workers held workshops

Seven LDVs, two people carriers

from their homes. Given the absence

TLC camps
Four three-day TLC camps were
held for children with emotional

for parents with children from Grade

problems, largely due to challenging

1 to Grade 9 on how to assist their

circumstances at home. Attended

children to do their homework effec-

by eight children aged 6 to 12 and

tively during a homework hour. Par-

nine children aged 13 to 17, the

ents or other caregivers were given

camps included therapeutic activities

of public transport and vast distances
in this remote area, this is a key component of the Trust’s activities.

four house rules to be implemented
while homework was being done,
as well as four steps for assisting
children with their homework. This
pilot initiative has now reached 14
mothers caring for 25 children on 13
farms, and was due to be extended
to include all the farms in the HCET
catchment area in 2015.

Special needs classes
Children with learning difficulties
continued to attend junior and senior
special needs classes, following a special curriculum designed by the HCET
and approved by the Department of
Education in the Northern Cape. The
Department has agreed to the curriculum being piloted at the HCET. In
the year under review, 11 children
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The school head boy for 2014, Daniel de Wee, during a poster painting session.
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Learners with emotional difficulties

Learners attending a TLC camp at Poplar Grove Farm enjoy an outdoors game.

I

n the year under review, the Trust continued its
programme of support for learners with emotional
difficulties, mainly comprising ‘TLC camps’ or retreats

• building learners’ self-confidence and sense of security;
and
• providing guidelines for positive social and emotional

at a farm in the district with suitable guest and confer-

behaviour patterns through example and activities.

ence facilities. Learners were organised into two groups: a

In February, the psychologist heading the programme,

junior group with eight learners, and a senior group with

Erica van Lingen, administered Gardner’s Natural Intel-

nine. The camps were facilitated by the Trust’s TLC support

ligence Test to two members of both groups, and also

team as well as music, movement and art consultants.

assessed their emotional wellbeing in group settings. The

The music and art therapy was aimed at developing

Trust’s TLC team was informed of the results and the find-

the ability of learners to express themselves in a safe and
contained environment. Specific programme objectives

ings were discussed.
In April, Erica met with all teachers at the school to dis-

include:

cuss the test as well as the results. This was aimed at help-

• increasing learners’ awareness and agility;

ing teachers to better understand the children’s learning

• improving learners’ concentration and focus as well as

styles as well as ways to assist them with their emotional

communication skills;
• developing motor-neural pathways through movement
and rhythm;
• developing learners’ abilities to complete a task in a
given time;
• calming the mind and body through focused and creative activities;
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challenges.
In May, 16 members of the junior and senior TLC groups
attended a drumming weekend, facilitated by two music
teachers from Grahamstown, Shannon and Bev Wright.
Activities included singing, movement, dance, and circle
drumming. Three teachers were trained to continue activities at the school, and a private donor paid for six drums.

12

A drumming session in fuil swing in the senior special needs class.

In August, 14 members of the junior and senior TLC
groups attended another drumming weekend, facilitated
by Antony Osler. Besides drumming sessions, learners
engaged in art, movement, dancing, singing, swimming,
cycling and walking.
In November, 13 learners attended a third workshop,
facilitated by Margie Osler, Estelle Jacobs and four teach-

• The general health and well-being of the learners
has improved, and they are coping better with their
emotions.
• Learners suffering from attention and behavioural
disorders have made marked improvements in terms of
listening and concentration, resulting in more positive
behaviour, self-control and self-esteem.

ers. The teachers and children enjoyed a weekend of
drawing, painting, drumming, singing, dancing, swimming,
games, cycling, movies, walking and climbing. A Treasure
Hunt was held, and Christmas gifts provided by private
donors were distributed.

Significant results
The programme has had significant results.
• Both learners and facilitators have a better understanding of their strengths and weaknesses.
• Teachers and learners are more confident. Everyone
can do something well, so nobody feels inadequate or a
failure.
• Learners feel supported and nurtured, emotionally as
well as scholastically.
• Both learners and teachers are less frustrated by different learning styles and abilities.
• Teachers are better able to help learners make the most
of their strengths.
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A cycling session at Poplar Grove Farm.
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TOWARDS literacy and numeracy

Louise Augustyn manages a Basic Concepts Language Programme session in Grade 1.

L

ITERACY IS probably the single most important life

aimed at developing the cognitive and conceptual abilities

competency, underpinning many others. However,

– and ultimately the literacy and numeracy – of learners

levels of literacy and numeracy in South Africa are

from disadvantaged or deprived backgrounds.

far below minimum international standards. Addressing

Following a four-year pilot phase, it has been perma-

these problems lie at the heart of the South African edu-

nently integrated with all teaching in the Foundation

cational challenge. It is vital for literacy to be taught com-

Phase. It is also used as a remedial intervention pro-

petently, and for problems and barriers to literacy to be

gramme for learners of all ages.

identified and dealt with as rapidly as possible.

Learners have been intensively tested to ascertain the

The HCET believes the core educational and develop-

programme’s efficacy. The sustained findings are that it

mental axis includes school, teacher and classroom-based

has significantly improved the scholastic functioning of

factors. This encompasses mediated teaching, regular

learners, raising their performance up to and even beyond

formative assessments, early interventions, good class-

grade level.

room management, effective communication between
teachers, and engaging learners in authentic reading and
writing tasks. The last-named factor recognises the central
role of the teacher in ensuring that real learning is taking
place. In this context, the Trust utilises a range of specialised educational methods and techniques for advancing
functional literacy and numeracy. Some of them are outlined below.

Basic Concepts Programme
Our main instrument for achieving functional literacy
is the Basic Concepts and Language Programme (BCLP).
Devised by the developmental psychologist Dr Louis Benjamin, and first tested in schools on the Cape Flats, BCLP is
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Free Writing
Free Writing is used to strengthen the relationship

Thinking Maps
Thinking Maps are eight types of diagrams or visual pat-

between writing and reading in the Foundation Phase and

terns corresponding with eight different ways of thinking.

beyond. In free writing, young children develop their own

They provide teachers and learners with a common tool

stories, first by drawing pictures and then talking about

for gathering, organising and using information. At the

them. Teachers write down the stories, which are then

HCET, Thinking Maps have been successfully introduced

shared with the child and the rest of the class.

from Grade R to Grade 9. Indications are that they signifi-

Children are encouraged to become readers when they

cantly enhance teaching and learning.

see their own stories in written form. They also experience
the joy of discovering that they can be the authors and
producers of stories, not merely consumers of print. Free
Writing is used as a precursor to Picturing-Writing.

Number Sense Series
The Number Sense Series is an innovative system for
advancing basic numeracy introduced by Aarnout Brombacher, a consultant in the field of mathematics education.

Picturing-writing
Picturing-Writing comprises a similar but more formal

At the HCET it has been implemented from Grade R to
Grade 5.

approach to improving the use of language. First piloted

According to Brombacher, most learners learn math-

in the intermediate phase, it has been highly successful

ematics as a set of recipes, without really understanding

in both the foundation and intermediate phase. Learners

the logic of numbers or applying mathematical thinking or

start by creating a storyboard with a set of drawings in

reasoning. By contrast, learners should be assisted – par-

order to tell a story. The pictures are discussed in group
sessions, and learners start to develop written texts. The
pictures and texts are refined and combined in properly
printed and bound story books, written and illustrated
by the learners themselves. This improves learners’ use
of language, their sense of their own potential, and their
confidence and self-esteem. It also raises teachers’ perceptions of learners’ potential.

Philosophy for Children
Centred on group readings and discussions of carefully selected texts, P4C offers learners the opportunity to
question and explore issues, concepts and ideas that are

Hanna Phemba with a Persona Doll in a Grade 3 class.

important and relevant to their lives. In the process, they
develop cognitive skills as well as their ability to interact

ticularly in the foundation phase – to develop a real under-

and collaborate with others.

standing of numbers, and how mathematics works.

Persona Dolls

Number Sense + Workbook Series to achieve this, via inde-

In response, he has developed a Number Sense and
Persona Dolls are large, life-like cloth dolls with their own

pendent written activities for children. The series is used

identities, life histories, family and cultural backgrounds,

by teachers working with small groups of children, while

likes and dislikes, and fears and abilities. They are a practi-

other learners are productively engaged in whole class

cal tool for promoting inclusion, psychosocial development

settings. The workbooks allow for differentiated support

and emotional literacy, and addressing discrimination,

of different children in a class, working in different work-

anti-bias and diversity. Learners engage in discussions sur-

books and therefore on different activities that are well

rounding the dolls, usually in group sessions. This helps

matched to their developmental stage. Concepts are prac-

them to solve social problems, including dealing with con-

ticed over and over again until they are fully mastered.

flicts, and develop interpersonal skills. The system is aimed

As noted elsewhere in this report, we also continue to

at enabling children to transfer the skills they develop in

implement other interventions, both at the school and in

relation to the dolls to experiences and situations they

the community, aimed ultimately at helping learners to

encounter in their own lives.  The dolls are hugely popular,

make the best of their school education, and their even-

among learners as well as teachers.

tual working careers.
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‘A remarkable achievement’

Three happy early learners in front of their artwork in the Fundisana ECD Centre.

In a report to funders, Margie Osler, the HCET teacher

world and preparing them for the learning of language

developer, and Dr Louis Benjamin, originator of the BCLP,

and mathematics in the Foundation Phase.

have written:

‘By supporting families emotionally and socially, the

‘T

HCET is laying a strong foundation for a community that
he Trust has made an impressive and unprec-

opens up their world to effective education, increased

edented impact on learners and the commu-

opportunity and deep self-respect.

nity. Learners as young as three are interacting

‘By addressing the social and emotional needs of learn-

with their world using conceptual language, which will

ers, it is giving them the best chance to overcome the

have a major impact on their understanding and use of

life difficulties and benefit from their schooling. These

English when they move to Grade 1. The Effective Par-

children need the most intervention and support in the

enting Programme has also involved mothers in these

classroom. However, it is very difficult to undertake effec-

interactions, empowered them, made them feel effective

tive educational interventions with children who are

as parents, and improved their relationships with their

depressed, abused, neglected or suffering from FASD. All

children.

these programmes and strategies address these most

‘Support for whole families and pregnant mothers has
prepared the ground for remarkable change, and the raising of self-esteem and co-operation. This foundation is vital

fundamental issues which plague all communities in our
country, especially those who are poor and isolated.
‘In this way, the HCET has pioneered something new and

to the success of the children’s later schooling. Without the

unique, which serves as a wonderful example for the rest

support of parents and other members of the community,

of the country. This should be celebrated and acclaimed

not much can be achieved by the teachers alone.

as a remarkable achievement, not only by the HCET and its

‘By implementing the BCLP as early as possible, the need

funders, but also by all those members of the HCET who

for intervention in the higher grades falls away, as learners

have worked so tirelessly and without recognition, mostly

are given the best possible chance of understanding their

after school hours, to make these projects succeed.’
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TEACHER DEVELOPMENT

Language specialist Anne HIll leads a teacher training session.

T

class, and Roos is the librarian.

he HCET continued to train

Professional Diploma in Education

and mentor teachers in their

(NPDE) course and received her

classrooms, and continued

diploma on 11 December 2014. She

dipha Seekoei completed their studies

to assist interns with distance educa-

has stayed on at the HCET as a Grade

towards their Further Education and

tion studies at accredited institutions.

R teacher.

Training ECD Certificates (NQF Level

The HCET teacher developer spent

Hanna Phemba and Roos Pergoo

Priscilla van der Ranse and Nan-

4) via the Custoda Trust in Delport-

one week a month working with all

completed their theoretical NPDE

shoop, and continue with their stud-

teachers. In February, all new teach-

courses, and submitted their port-

ies towards the National ECD Diploma

ers in the Foundation Phase and

folios in October 2014. These were

(NQF Level 5). Both were employed

Intermediate Phase were trained in

accepted and rated as competent.

at the HCET – Priscilla as a junior spe-

the Basic Concepts Language Pro-

They received their diplomas early

cial needs teacher, and Nandipha as

gramme (BCLP). Follow-up training

in 2015. Hanna teaches the Grade 3

assistant pre-school teacher.

took place in August and October.
In July, new Intermediate Phase
teachers were trained in the use of
the Picturing-Writing programme. In
March, July and October, all teachers
– from ECD to Grade 9 – were trained
in the use of Thinking Maps as teaching tools.
In August, maths test results were
intensively analysed to identify any
shortcomings in maths teaching or
performance, and develop effective
interventions. This was done with the
assistance of the maths expert Aarnout Brombacher.
Thembakazi Matyeke successfully
completed her four-year National

HCET Annual Report 2014
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COMMUNITY HEALTH

Community member Tysie Allens with Sister Phumla Joka.

T

his programme is aimed at

with eye problems were referred to

and dealt with problems surrounding

providing quality health care

an optician. The costs of spectacles

medication.

to learners at the Trust schools

and false teeth were subsidised by

as well as farm workers and others

the Trust as well as local farmers.

test counselling, and 39 were tested.

in the area served by the Trust. It
comprises a registered primary health
clinic and pharmacy which operate for

HIV education visits were paid to 30
people. Forty six people received pre-

HIV AIDS and health visits
Health workers and HIV/AIDS coun-

Three people tested positive, and
received post-test counselling. The

one morning a week, as well as home

sellors paid 95 visits to families on

counsellors monitored ARV drug use

visits by health workers.

farms. Fifteen visits involved health,

by six people, during 26 visits.

and 80 visits involved HIV. HIV coun-

Health workers attended to

Clinic and pharmacy

selling followed five steps.

instances of child neglect; alcohol
abuse by youths; absence from

The clinic treated 1 110 patients in

First, HIV education was provided

2014. This included 51 family planning

via a video entitled ‘In Your Face’, fol-

school and premature drop-outs; TB

interventions, 11 pregnancy tests, 41

lowed by discussions on HIV and how

monitoring; and family stability. Most

immunisations, and eight rapid HIV

to prevent it. Pre-test counselling was

of these cases were resolved.

tests.

provided before  farm workers went

Health workers continued to

for testing. Testing was done at the

encourage farm workers to grow their

schools were examined at the start of

HCET Clinic or at clinics in Middelburg,

own vegetables. The health workers

the year, and their health was closely

Colesberg or Venterstad.

met with clinic staff once a week, to

All children attending the Trust

enhance their knowledge of health

monitored thereafter. Children with

People who tested positive were

dental problems were taken to the

counselled. Finally, counsellors moni-

issues and their ability to provide

state dentist in Colesberg, and people

tored the use of anti-retroviral drugs,

health education.
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YOUTH DEVELOPMENT

Students with their trainer, Annekie Collier, at the HCET Hospitality Training Centre in Colesberg.

T

his programme is aimed at

The course comprised four mod-

and placed under the mentorship

providing a development path

ules, namely Basic Housekeeping,

of experienced farm managers and

for young people who com-

Front of House, Waitering, and Basic

workers. Of those, one was accepted

plete Grade 9 but do not continue

Cooking.

at the SA College for Tourism Tracker

their formal schooling thereafter. It

Students were assessed in May and

Academy in Graaff-Reinet at the

comprises a one-year course in hospi-

again in November. Fifteen students

beginning of 2014, and completed

tality services, as well as a farm work-

successfully completed the first year

the course successfully.

ers’ apprenticeship programme.

and were due to start their six-month

Two were employed full time as farm

practical in 2015.

workers at the beginning of 2014,

Hospitality course

Fifteen students who had com-

and three more at the beginning of

The hospitality course is offered

pleted their first year in 2013 started

2015. The seventh began working as a

at a fully equipped training centre in

their six-month practical at hospitality

motor mechanic apprentice. Two new

Colesberg. The course is affiliated to

venues in the area. A graduation cer-

apprentices were registered for 2015.

Steyn’s Culinary School in Pretoria,

emony was held in June 2014. Gradu-

which is accredited by City & Guilds in

ates were assisted with compiling

London. Life skills form an important

their CVs and taught how to conduct

part of the course.

themselves during job interviews.

The year under review was the
sixth year of the programme. Inter-

Farm workers’ apprenticeship

est in the course grew further, and

This programme was started in 2013,

45 young people applied, of which 20

and is still in a pilot phase. In 2013,

were selected.

seven apprentices were registered
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BURSARIES

HCET teaching intern Priscilla van der Ranse (left) receives her FET ECD certificate (NQF Level 4) at the Custoda Trust.

T

he HCET continued to pro-

Antonique Plaatjies completed

Lungelo Ralawe completed a chef’s

vide bursaries to all learners

Grade 11 at Colesberg High School,

course at Steyn’s Culinary School in

in its catchment area who

and was promoted to Grade 12.

Pretoria, and was employed at the
Mount Grace Hotel in Magaliesberg.

wished to continue their formal education and training beyond Grade 9,

Sardonnay Kivedo completed Grade

and whose parents earned less than

12 at St Andrew’s School in Bloem-

Wilmien Vermeulen, who passed

R10 000 a month. A progress report

fontein, and registered for a BSc com-

her teacher’s diploma course through

follows.

puter science course at the University

UNISA, began teaching at an interna-

of the Free State.

tional school in Pretoria.

Fransie Boorman passed Grade 12 at
Colesberg High School and started an

Sinawe Nxgazana completed Grade

electrician’s course in Bloemfontein.

10 at St Andrew’s School in Bloemfontein, and was promoted to Grade 11.

Asanele Fuzani failed Grade 10 at
Colesberg High School and was due

Justin Thompson completed Grade

to repeat the grade in 2015.

11 at Lady Grey Arts Academy in Lady
Grey, and was promoted to Grade 12.

Liesbeth Galawe completed Grade
10 at Colesberg High School, and was

Ryan Thompson completed Grade 9

promoted to Grade 11.

at Lady Grey Arts Academy, and was
promoted to Grade 10.
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STAFF

Hantam Community Education Trust

Class),; Unathi Asiya (Senior Special Needs Class)

Project co-ordinator: Lesley Osler

Food handlers: Hester Raisa and Owethu Gedezana

Project administrator: Clare Barnes-Webb
Financial controller: Anja Pienaar

Early Childhood Development

Project manager: Estelle Jacobs

Teachers: Lettie Martins, Vuyokazi Katise, Thembakazi

Librarian: Roos Pergoo

Matyeka

Teacher developer: Margie Osler

ECD Intern: Nandipha Seekoei

General workers: Paulina Lunda, Sizeka Michaels, Owethu

EPP trainers: Hanna Mphemba, Lettie Martins, Roos

Gedezana

Pergoo, Vuyokazi Katise, Nandipha Seekoei, Priscilla van

Groundsman: Abie Katise

der Ranse

Bus driver: Steytler Sifuba

Primary Health Clinic and Pharmacy
Pharmacist/manager: Robert Preller

School

Assistant: Nombulelo Matyeke

Principal: Niekie Pretorius

Nursing sisters: Phumla Joka, Patricia Mabatiwe

Secretary: Marianne Nieuwenhuis

Health workers & HIV/AIDS counsellors:

Administrative clerk: Nombulelo Matyeke

Thembakazi Matyeka, Nombulelo Matyeke, Lettie Martins

Teachers: Florence Raisa, Hanna Mphemba, Yolandi du
Plessis,

Youth Development Programme

Louise Augustyn, Lucian Pienaar, Marié Botha, Susan

Hospitality School trainer: Mathilda Steynberg

Beneke,

Farm workers apprenticeship programme facilitator:

Wilmien Vermeulen, Anel Heydenrych

Estelle Jacobs

Interns: Priscilla van der Ranse (Junior Special Needs
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FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
For the year ended 31 December 2014

Balance sheet

2014

2013

R

R

ASSETS
Non-current assets
Property, plant and equipment

2 554 674

2 514 687

762 246

732 778

3 316 920

3 247 465

25 351

22 659

2 266 309

1 048 400

2 291 660

1 071 059

5 608 580

4 318 524

50

50

Reserves

3 722 137

2 856 854

Retained income

1 801 357

1 366 447

5 523 544

4 223 351

85 036

95 173

5 608 580

4 318 524

Other financial assets
Current assets
Trade and other receivables
Cash and cash equivalents

Total assets
EQUITY AND LIABILITIES
Equity
Capital

Liabilities
Current liabilities
Trade and other payables
Total equity and liabilities

Income statement

Donations
Nat Lottery Distrib Trust Fund
Income
Operating expenses

2014

2013

R

R

4 937 112

3 802 743

-

482 000

603 841

582 439

(3 488 832)

(3 445 361)

Administration expenses

(430 596)

(392 218)

National Lottery expenses

(321 333)

(254 048)

Income

1 300 192

775 555

Transfer building reserve

129 686

48 551

Transfer operating reserve

994 969

(1 033 742)

Surplus/deficit for the year

434 909

(209 636)

Transfer (to)/from reserves
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DONORS 2014

The HCET’s fleet of donated vehicles plays a key role in its activities.

ABSA Foundation

Liddle, Ian

Anonymous (USA)

Loewenstein Trust

Anonymous (Ireland)

Mary Slack and Daughters Foundation

Assore Chairman’s Fund

Murphy, Marjorie (Canada)

Archer van Garderen, Emma Dr

Oppenheimer Memorial Trust

Association for Cultural Exchange (UK)

R B Hagart Trust

Basson, Ola

Robert Niven Trust

Brand Trust (UK)

Rodney, Bruce and Valerie Southgate (USA)

Brombacher & Associates

Savage, Prof M

Carter Family Charitable Fund

SizweAfrica Business Consulting

Centre for Conscious Leadership

Staffataclick

Cornerstone Economic Research

St Ola’s Trust

Davies Foundation

T K Foundation (USA)

Department of Education

Van Hoogstraten, Sandra

Desmond Leech Bequest

Wallingford Quaker Meeting (UK)

Electoral Commission of South Africa
Industrial Development Corporation
Ireland/Davenport
Jack and Jill Gerber (UK)
Joan St Leger Lindbergh Charitable Trust
Kraus von Essen, Kwis (Netherlands)
Leinberger, Karl
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TRUSTEES
Executive trustees: L Osler, C Barnes-Webb
Non-executive trustees: A P Pienaar,
W A Bailey, P M Theron, N F Pretorius,
M M Samboer, B Matyeke
Honorary trustee: E Daniels

CONTACT
The Hantam Community Education Trust
PO Box 151, Colesberg 9795, South Africa
Tel/Fax: +27 (0)51 753-1419
hantam.trust@mweb.co.za
www.hantam-trust.org.za

Photographs in this issue by Chris Marais and HCET staff.
Produced by Acumen Publishing Solutions.
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